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Humans perceive the world in three dimensions, but many sensing capabilities only display
two-dimensional information to users by way of images. In this work we develop two novel
reconstruction techniques utilizing synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data in three dimensions given
sparse amounts of available data. We additionally leverage a hybrid joint-sparsity and sparsity
approach to remove a-priori influences on the environment and instead explore general imaging
properties in our reconstructions. We evaluate the required sampling rates for our techniques and
a thorough analysis of the accuracy of our methods. The results presented in this thesis suggest a
solution to sparse three-dimensional object reconstruction that effectively uses a substantially less
amount of phase history data (PHD) while still extracting critical features off an object of interest.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an active sensor modality used on-board an airborne platform

to collect radio frequency (RF) data corresponding to a scene of interest, and is capable of collecting
this data over a large variety of aspect angles and frequencies. Experimenting with the length of
the transmitted signal band and the imaging platform’s synthetic aperture are methods to achieving
high resolution in the range and cross-range (azimuth) dimensions, respectively. Because these
parameters can be toggled by the user and are not dependent on environmental conditions, SAR
is able to collect data in all illumination scenarios over a majority of weather conditions while
maintaining desirable resolution in range and cross-range.
However, a drawback of traditional two-dimensional SAR imaging is the ambiguous object
height estimates resulting from the image formation process. As a result, even though SAR
sensors typically operate with consistent range and azimuth resolution, resultant SAR images are
susceptible to artifacts such as layover and shadowing. Layover and shadowing are dependent on the
orientation of the SAR imaging platform and result in erroneous information about a reconstructed
object’s location in the scene. As demonstrated with the side roads near the Alamo Dome in
Figure 1.1 on the next page (a), layover occurs when the object of interest seems to have features
that are closer in range and cross-range to the SAR sensor. When the Alamo Dome is imaged by a
1
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Figure 1.1
(a) Layover effects on the Alamodome (left images) and (b) shadowing effects on the U.S. Capitol
(right), traditionally seen in two-dimensional SAR imagery. Photos generated and permission to
use granted by Sandia National Labs.

SAR sensor, the top of the building appears to be closer to the sensor than the bottom. However,
the building is located at the same location in range and cross-range. Thus, these taller features
appear larger than features closer to the bottom of the same object of interest, resulting in the
taller features “laying over” other objects of interest. This prevents image analysts from discerning
information about smaller objects or features in an environment, which is detrimental to imaging
in contested environments. Shadowing also occurs when an object of interest has features that
block the SAR’s active illumination of other features on the same object. Because the orientation
of the SAR sensor allows for different perspectives in the image formation process, this translates
to the blocked features appearing as dark regions, and thus detailed information about the object of
interest is lost. In Figure 1.1 (b), shadowing causes the vertical walls under the roof of the different
wings of the Capitol building to appear dark. These dark regions correspond to information about
the building that would otherwise be present, such as walls or windows.
To mitigate layover and shadowing effects, three-dimensional object reconstruction techniques
can be used to estimate object heights. To perform three-dimensional SAR imaging in an airborne
2
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situation, the height dimension must be resolved, requiring a synthetic aperture to be formed from
multiple SAR imaging passes at varying elevation angles. Coherently combining the images formed
from multiple passes of a SAR sensor at different elevations allows for information extraction in
the height dimension in the form of a three-dimensional SAR reconstruction, and is the focus of
this thesis.

1.2

Literature Review
Reconstructing three-dimensional objects of interests from Fourier data is an emerging tech-

nique in the medical imaging community. The imaging techniques seen in three-dimensional
medical imaging have many similarities to three-dimensional SAR imaging due to common similarities in the fundamental theory. The concepts related most closely to three-dimensional SAR
imaging are positron emission tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [13].
PET is an imaging technique that uses radioactive substances to measure metabolic processes in
the body. Similar to SAR, three-dimensional PET is an imaging technique dependent on resolving
multiple two-dimensional PET images to coherently form a three-dimensional PET reconstruction.
A single two-dimensional PET image is formed by first using the one-dimensional Fourier transform
of the projection data. We consider this because a key aspect in two-dimensional PET imaging is
the imaging is said to be linear shift-invariant. We utilize this function and then perform a twodimensional Fourier transform, and by using the Fourier slice theorem, slice it through its origin
[13, 23]. Discussed further in Sections 2.1.1, the slice behavior allows us to see the two-dimensional
Fourier transforms as slices of the three-dimensional density of the image. Reconstructing three-

3
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dimensional SAR images oftentimes take similar assumptions; the SAR imaging is also linear
shift-invariant and the Fourier slice theorem is also used to image in three dimensions.
MRI is a medical imaging technique used to form anatomical and physiological images of the
body. The aim of this technique is to reconstruct detailed images from the image’s spatial Fourier
Transform (also known as the k-space). Unlike PET imaging, MRI scanners use RF waves in
conjunction with strong magnetic fields to generate images of interior organs in the body. Multiple
RF waves can be transmitted in sequence to emphasize abnormalities, akin to the multiple RF
pulses transmitted by the SAR sensor to image a scene [12, 6]. MRI images tend to be sparse in
the k-space domain, which is similar to the specular nature of SAR’s bright scatterers.
Ertin et al. [16] considered an imaging technique similar to the PET technique. They evaluated
the effects of resolution on three-dimensional SAR imaging and presented a volumetric imaging
approach with interferometric SAR (IFSAR) and three-dimensional backprojection (BP). Like
Austin et al., they utilized the GOTCHA dataset [21] from the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL). Additionally, they use a similar scene spotlight approach to only extract images from a
previously determined location. Their BP algorithm is taken in three dimensions to account for the
lack of height resolution in two-dimensional imaging, and their technique utilizes the Fourier slice
theorem seen in PET imaging to reconstruct their three-dimensional filtered BP slices. A key facet
to their imaging is that, unlike Austin’s approach [3], the elevation spacing in the three-dimensional
BP algorithm is uniformly spaced. The main drawback to their approach is the aliasing and high
sidelobes due to the unequal elevation sampling provided by the GOTCHA dataset. While they
propose a model-based deconvolution for three-dimensional imaging [16], their model represent
the object’s expected scattering response of the incident radar pulse as a function of frequency,
4
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incident angles, and more importantly, a-priori object-dependent knowledge like location, size, and
orientation.
Similarly to Ertin, Austin et al. [3] conducted two algorithms capable of forming well-resolved
3D images over the GOTCHA AFRL dataset. This dataset contains a field of calibration targets and
a collection of various civillian vehicles. They examined three-dimensional non-coherent wideangle imaging using complete multipass circular aperture radar data from a scene. The algorithms
they selected were a regularized `p least-squares inversion and non-uniform multipass IFSAR. The
least-squares inversion approach utilized the Basis Pursuit Denoising (BPDN) algorithm, which
has shown to produce well-resolved, three-dimensional SAR images over circular flight paths
[17]. However, the BPDN algorithm only utilizes knowledge of the scattering centers and the
data. Although this allows for more general collection scenarios, they do not utilize additional
knowledge of the object of interest. Further, their dataset uses the full scene of data and requires
scene spotlighting to reconstruct on a small area of the data scene. While this mitigates the
memory usage and the computational time requirements by downsampling the scene to a region
of interest, scene spotlighting requires a-priori knowledge of the scene in question. Their nonuniform multipass IFSAR allows for excellent accuracy of the three-dimensional scatterers location.
However, the elevation passes must be closely-spaced to each other to restrict layover effects to
a single pixel. To achieve excellent resolution in the height dimension, their IFSAR algorithm
requires a large amount of elevation data - more than what is provided with the GOTCHA dataset.
In a more traditional compressive sensing (CS) scenario, Liu et. al [26] implemented a
downward-looking linear array (DLLA) three-dimensional SAR technique based on continuous CS.
Unlike the previous papers, the DLLA three-dimensional SAR utilized a stripmap-SAR approach
5
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with multiple antennas, which can be functionally cost-prohibitive. However, they implement a
multiple measurement vector approach to generate the azimuth-direction reconstruction. Although
the azimuth resolution is good, the linear array has a length limitation that results in poor cross-range
resolution. Liu et al. also implement a continuous compressed sensing method for cross-range
reconstruction that also reduces the off-grid effect in the cross-range direction. Additionally, this
DLLA method was much more sensitive to noise than standard `1 -regularization approaches, which
is not ideal due to potential obstructions in data collection.
Following the CS framework in SAR, Camlica et. al [9] further explored the off-grid effect
in SAR image reconstruction. Unlike Liu, they implemented a CS solution in spotlight SAR
with a sparse amount of scenes. Their sparsity-based technique accounted for phase errors due
to uncompensated platform motion by implmenting a orthogonal matching pursuit reconstruction
technique to reconstruct high-quality images. High resolution SAR image reconstruction for
arbitrary terrain reflectivity distributions normally requires sampling rates at the Nyquist rate or
above. However, they utilize CS to exploit the sub Nyquist sampling rate on the reflected signals at
the receiver and were still able to provide higher quality image reconstructions with both measured
and synthetic data.
Finally, Sanders et. al [30] investigated CS with efficient `1 regularization to also generate
composite SAR images. Their focus was to robustly implement these regularization methods more
efficiently than traditional methods like BP. Like previously-discussed works, they utilize a farfield SAR approach like the one seen in the GOTCHA dataset. Unlike previously-discussed works,
Sanders et. al demonstrate a sequential joint sparsity model for composite SAR. Discussed further
in Section 2.4.3, joint sparsity utilizes the behavior of neighboring imaging pixels that observe
6
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similar scattering responses. If two pixels are neighbors to each other, we observe that the pixels
can behave in a particular manner with respect to each other. When this behavior does occur, we
say those pixels are jointly sparse with respect to each other. Unlike the other papers discussed
thus far, the composite SAR imaging technique is only a two-dimensional technique.

1.3

Novelty
For this work we consider an airborne sensor pulsing waveforms along a flight path, storing

the backscatter response from the three-dimensional scene. To generate high resolution threedimensional images, current techniques either require a-priori knowledge of the desired object
of interest to use traditional imaging techniques [3], large amounts of data to effectively use a
small resolution in the height dimension, [16, 3] or multiple CS techniques to improve resolution
[3, 26]. Additionally, techniques for fast and robust imaging in two-dimensions are not currently
implemented in three dimensions [30]. The techniques described in the aformenetioned works
all require the SAR data to be collected over a very densely-sampled set of points in the azimuth
and elevation dimensions in some capacity. Due to the sheer size of these SAR data sets, the
computational run times for these methods grow large and sampling rates are infeasible.
Motivated by these facts and by CS literature, we develop a novel technique that reduces the
required data sampling rates. This allows us to consider more sparsely sampled data collection
methods and use a fraction of the available data typically required to perform high-resolution
three-dimensional imaging. The underlying goal is not only reduce the amount of required data
for three-dimensional SAR imaging, but also eliminate the need for a-priori information about the
scene in question. Our approach is very similar to Sanders’s work in [30], but utilizing three7
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dimensional data and further knowledge of the object’s joint sparsity. This technique allows us
to set the required resolution parameters and only use the necessary amount of data required for
imaging. To this end, we develop a computationally efficient method that not only reconstructs an
object of interest with a limited amount of data from the SAR sensor, but does so in the azimuth
dimensions which ones of the object of interest. This allows for more interpretable representations
from the SAR data while also allowing for operation within contested environments where data is
limited.
This technique is novel in three-dimensional SAR imaging because this technique addresses the
previously-mentioned drawbacks. The technique allows for the sensor to pulse waveforms towards
a target without needing to consider the surrounding environment beforehand, removing the a-priori
information requirement. The CS utilized reconstructs three-dimensional objects of interest with
only the required data, using significantly less data than in other comparative techniques. Finally,
the CS theory also allows for the object’s defining features to be used in the imaging, allowing for
consideration of significant figures from a target of interest.

1.4

Outline of Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 provides an in-depth review of

the mathematical background information required for the different imaging techniques. Relevant
concepts about SAR, the specific dataset, two and three-dimensional imaging techniques, and the
relevant error metric are thoroughly explained. Additionally, we provide a thorough explanation
of the relevant compressive sensing techniques and sparsity concepts to implement the proposed
reconstruction techniques. In Chapter 3 we develop a volumetric-based SAR reconstruction tech8
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nique that utilizes the orientation of various imaging plane slices to reconstruct various features
from the object of interest’s structure. We then develop a hybrid joint sparsity and sparsity-based
reconstruction technique based on some of the observations from the volumetric technique. In
Chapter 4 we perform an in-depth analysis of both reconstruction techniques and compare their
behavior given operational considerations like noise and data utilization. We conclude with a
discussion of our results and discuss future work related to technique refinement.

9
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CHAPTER II
PRELIMINARIES

In this chapter we discuss preliminary concepts that are explored by this thesis. Specifically, we
outline a description of the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data model used in our reconstructions
and discuss the dataset parameters as a whole in Section 2.1 and 2.2. Additionally we include
concepts on radar resolution and alias-free extents, a major focus of this project, in Section 2.3.
Finally, we also show the relevant imaging techniques in two-dimensional and three-dimensional
imaging for this work in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.

2.1

Synthetic Aperture Radar
SAR is a widely-used moving radar system typicially used in airborne and spaceborne appli-

cations. SAR sensors typicially utilize one sensor to synthetically simulate an electronically large
antenna or aperture, generating high-resolution imagery in two-dimensions. Behaving similarly
to a phased array, there are multiple unique geometric positions of the antenna element, but in
SAR these are more a result of a moving sensor platform as opposed to a large number of parallel
antenna elements of the phased array.
Two common acquisition modes of SAR are utilized in modern usage: stripmap SAR and
spotlight SAR, shown in Figure 2.1 on the next page. In stripmap SAR, the antenna orientation on
the imaging platform is fixed, allowing for the antenna beam to traverse along the ground without
10
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Figure 2.1
Comparison of stripmap SAR and spotlight SAR operation.

lapses in coverage, mapping "strips" of the ground as the imaging platform traverses. Spotlight
SAR features a steering antenna to constantly point towards the area of interest [29], mimicking
a spotlight illuminating a region of interest. This work focuses on spotlight SAR as the utilized
sensor methodology. Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 features a description of the spotlight SAR sensor
used in this thesis. Additionally, we discuss the SAR data model and imaging geometry used to
generate the dataset.

2.1.1

Data Acquisition

A SAR imaging platform operating in spotlight mode flies around a single target at multiple
elevation angles. While in operation, the radar collects data in the form of three-dimensional
Fourier coefficients ĝ, which we call the Phase History Data (PHD). The radar obtains the PHD
11
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Figure 2.2
The three-dimensional SAR PHD collection geometry.

off of some unknown object g on a polar grid, simplified and shown in Figure 2.2. The model
geometry assumes the desired object of interest is located at the origin of the defined axis and the
SAR sensor is flying around the object of interest collecting data based off the current azimuth
angle location and the frequencies the sensor is collecting data.
In this scenario, the Fourier transform governs the relationship between the PHD ĝ and the
object g through the following [23]:
ĝθ,ϕ (t) =

∫

n
h
io
g( x®) exp − jω(t) x®T ξ® d x®.

(2.1)

R3

Here ξ® represents the Cartesian location of the SAR sensor at a given time, with θ and φ represent
the azimuth and elevation of the SAR imaging platform in spherical coordinates. Additionally, ω(t)
represents the spatial frequencies seen in the linear frequency modulated chirp signals, defined as
2
ω(t) = [ω0 + 2α(t − τ0 )],
c

12
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(2.2)

for |ω(t)| ≤ 2/c(ω0 + αTt ), where c is the speed of light, ω0 is the carrier frequency of the
transmitted chirp, 2α is the chirp rate, τ0 is the round trip propagation time of the chirp to the scene
center, and Tt is the pulse duration.
By utilizing a tomographic approach discussed later in Section 2.5.2, we state the Radon
transform R of g maps the spatial domain (x, y, z) to every point on the data collection plane. The
® s) is defined as
three-dimensional Radon transform Rg(ξ,
® s) =
Rg(ξ,

∫

g( x®)δ( x®T ξ® − s)d x®,

(2.3)

R3

where δ is the Dirac delta function. This transform satisfies the Fourier Slice Theorem, which
® s) in the direction of ξ® equals Rg(ξ,
® s) [5].
states the central slice g(ξ,
In (2.3), each point in the data collection space corresponds to a plane in the spatial domain.
c ξ,
® ω) = ĝθ,ϕ (t):
With a small amount of manipulation we can show that Rg(
c ξ,
® t) =
Rg(

∫

® s)e−iw(t)s ds
Rg(ξ,

R

=

∫ ∫
R

=

∫


g( x®)δ( x® ξ® − s)d x® e−iw(t)s ds
T

R3

n

h

io
®
g( x®) exp −iω(t) x® ξ d x®
T

R3

= ĝθ,ϕ (t).

As a result, the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the unknown object of interest projected
in the ξ® is equivalent to the three-dimensional SAR data from Equation 2.1. We utilize this result
as we develop our reconstructions in Section III.

13
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2.1.2

Imaging Geometry

The SAR signal model used in this thesis is the same Cartesian coordinate system defined in
[20]. The SAR sensor travels arbitrarily on a flight path where a three-dimensional spatial location
exists for the antenna phase center r®ac (τ) such that


r®ac (τ) = xac (τ) yac (τ) zac (τ)

T
(2.4)

given τ represents the synthetic aperture in the slow-time domain. Defining our coordinates with
respect to the origin of the coordinate system, we define the distance from the antenna phase center
to the SAR motion compensation point (taken as the Cartesian origin) as
dac (τ) =

q

2 (τ) + y 2 (τ) + z 2 (τ).
xac
ac
ac

(2.5)

In this thesis, we specify a target located at


rtgt (τ) = xtgt (τ) ytgt (τ) ztgt (τ)

T
(2.6)

that can arbitrarily move. However we assume a stationary target to drop the slow-time dependence
for the remainder of the model.
When the radar transmits periodically, a pulse reflects off scatterers in the scene, with some of
the energy received back by the radar. To form an image with a given synthetic aperture, Np pulses
are used, with a given transmission time of each pulse defined as the sequence {τn |n = 1, 2, ..., Np }.
At a given time τn we view the receiver output as a sequence of frequency samples over the
bandwidth of the received pulse, containing a phase shift delay due to the round-trip time to a
specified target. Per pulse we see K frequency samples with associated frequencies represented by
{ fk |k = 1, 2, ..., K }.
14
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With these two parameters fk and τn we define the receiver output from our target at location
rtgt (τ) as

− j4π fk ∆R(τn )
.
S( fk , τn ) = M( fk , τn ) exp
c


(2.7)

M( fk , τn ) denotes the amplitude, further defined as the material-dependent scattering coefficient of
the target with associated gains and phase delays from transmission, propagation, and reception.
The phase depends on the frequency of each sample fk and on the differential range ∆R(τn ), defined
by
∆R(τn ) = rs (τn ) − rtgt (τn ).

(2.8)

Here, the differential range ∆R(τn ) represents the distance between the sensor and the target
with respect to the scene origin at a given slow-time. For this thesis, rs (τn ) is the distance between
the sensor and the target, defined as
q
rs (τn ) = (xac (τn ) − xtgt (τn ))2 + (yac (τn ) − ytgt (τn ))2 + (zac (τn ) − ztgt (τn ))2 .

2.2

(2.9)

Dataset
The dataset used for the metholodology and experiments defined here involve using an

asymptotic prediction code to simulate a moving SAR sensor. The sensor collects multiple circular
passes around an object of interest at varying elevation angles, a collection method known as
circular SAR. This dataset is representative of a B-747 model that is approximately 0.5 m in length
and width and 0.1 m in height. The B-747 model was laser-scanned to produce a high-resolution
computer aided design (CAD) model. Our sensor features data over the Ka band, simulating 360◦
passes around a target using elevation angles ranging from -3◦ to 3◦ . We have 61 total simulated
15
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Table 2.1
Simulated data collection parameters, with values calculated over the entire data set.
Parameter

Value

Elevation Range
Elevation Sampling (∆ϕ)
Height Resolution (δz )
Unambiguous Height (Wz )
Frequency Range
Frequency Sampling (∆ f )
Center Frequency ( fc )
Wavelength (λ)
Bandwidth (B)
Range Resolution (δr )
Unambiguous Range (Wr )
Azimuth Range
Azimuth Sampling (∆φ)
Cross-Range Resolution (δ x )
Unambiguous Cross-Range (W x )

[−3◦, 3◦ ]
0.1◦
4.34 cm
2.60 m
[27, 39] GHz
50 MHz
33 GHz
0.91 cm
12 GHz
1.25 cm
2.99 m
[0◦, 359.9◦ ]
0.1◦
0.072 cm
2.60 m

passes, defining the sampling rate in the height dimension at 0.1◦ . The full parameters used for the
dataset are outlined in Table 2.1. These parameters include a vast amount of data, much more than
necessary, to analyze the amount of data used in a controlled setting.

2.3

Resolution and Alias-Free Extent
The main advantage of SAR is the ability to create high-resolution images, given the size of

the synthetic aperture antenna defined by the moving antenna. The SAR imagery tends to be of
a higher resolution the larger the antenna aperture is, regardless if this aperture is physical or not.
As SAR sensors collect a range of echoes with a suffient resolution and sampling rates, we know
the data is sampled onto a finite grid. Therefore, the image resolution and alias-free extents are
closely tied to the data sampling.
16
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We define the sampling rates for the range, cross-range, and height dimensions as ∆ f , ∆θ,
and ∆ϕ. Additionally, we define the resolution and alias-free extent in the same dimensions as
(δr , δ x, δz ) and (Wr , W x, Wz ), respectively. These parameters help define the performance of our
SAR sensor, provided in the following equations:
c
,
2B

Wr =

c
2∆ f

(2.10)

δx =

λ
,
2φa

Wx =

λ
2∆φa

(2.11)

δz =

λ
,
2ψa

Wz =

λ
2∆ψa

(2.12)

δr =

Here the wavelength λ = c/ fc , and ϕa and θ a are the total elevation and azimuth angles transversed
by the SAR sensor.
To effectively determine the required sampling rates and parameters to avoid aliasing, we must
know the dimensions of our object of interest. If the alias-free extent were to be smaller, the
unambiguous values in our different dimensions decrease. The range of values where the object
of interest is located in the SAR imaging plane also decrease. Given the dimensions of our model
object at approximately (d x, dy, dz ) = 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 0.1 m, we set two times the alias-free extents
in Equations (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) to be larger than our model dimensions. Assuming the
object of interest is centered at the origin of the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system,
our desired sampling rates to avoid aliasing are
∆f <

c
=⇒ ∆ f < 600 MHz
2(0.5d x )

∆φ <

λ
=⇒ ∆φ < 1.04◦
2(0.5dy )

∆ψ <

λ
=⇒ ∆ψ < 5.21◦
2(0.5dz )
17
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From here, we see the dataset discussed previously is vastly oversampled, with vastly smaller
rates required for avoiding aliasing. Given the dimensions of our object of interest, only a small
fraction of the data is required to sample the dataset. The amount of data used for each methodology
and relevant experiments, as defined by our sampling rates, will be discussed in further detail in
later sections.

2.4

Two-Dimensional Imaging
In this section we outline the theory behind the two-dimensional imaging techniques taken

for this thesis. We discuss the Backprojection (BP) Algorithm adapted for MATLAB [20], the
Non-Uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NUFFT) in the two-dimensional case, and compressive
sensing with sparsity-based reconstruction.

2.4.1

The Backprojection Algorithm

The BP algorithm is a commonly employed imaging approach taken for determining threedimensional reflectivity from SAR data. The conventional BP algorithm used is the time-domain
BP algorithm, which uses few assumptions about the image formation process. Because of this,
the BP algorithm is capable of using the same algorithm regardless of imaging mode.
We begin with a range profile at a range bin m at slow time τn , given the SAR PHD S( fk , τn )
collected by NP pulses over K frequencies, as
K
Õ


+ j4π fk ∆R(m, τn )
.
s(m, τn ) =
S( fk , τn ) exp
c
k=1


(2.13)

The output of the receiver as a given time, τn , is a sequence of band-limited frequency samples
delayed with respect to the time of pulse transmission by the round-trip time to the target. There
18
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are K frequency samples per pulse, and the associated frequency values are represented by the
sequence [ fk |k = 1, 2, ..., K], as seen in Equation (2.7). Representing the frequency values as a
uniform grid with constant spacing and as fk = (k − 1)∆ f + f1 , we can substitute this into our range
profile as
K
Õ


j4π((k − 1)∆ f + f1 )∆R(m, τn )
S( fk , τn ) exp
s(m, τn ) =
c
k=1


K
Õ
j4π∆ f ∆R(m, τn )(k − 1) j4π f1 ∆R(m, τn )
S( fk , τn ) exp
+
.
=
c
c
k=1


(2.14)

Given this definition for our range profile, we leverage Equation (2.8) to calculate a differential
range ∆R(τn ) for each pixel (m, τn ) by inputting the pixel coordinates of the imaging plane in
Equation (2.9).
To form a SAR image, the maximum alias-free range extent of the image is a function of the
step size of frequencies used in the phase history collection, as seen in Equation (2.10). Thus, the
frequency step size is chosen to match the size of the scene to be imaged. The total bandwidth B
of the received pulse is
B = (K − 1) ∆ f

(2.15)

The down-range resolution is then defined as:
δr =

c
c
=
2B 2 (K − 1) ∆ f

(2.16)

In a similar manner, the azimuth angle traversed during the synthetic aperture determines the
cross-range resolution, and the azimuth angle from pulse to pulse determines the maximum alias-
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Figure 2.3
Sample Backprojection reconstruction using the defined dataset.

free cross-range extent of the image, defined in Equation (2.11). Thus, the cross-range resolution
δ x , is given as
δx =

λc
λ

=
2φ 2 Np − 1 ∆φ

(2.17)

The image response at a given pixel described by r®pixel is denoted as I(®
rpixel ). We observe that
∆R(τn ) from Equation (2.8) does not exactly line up with the discrete values of ∆R(m, τn ), but an
interpolation step fixes this issue. Performing this step results in an interpolated value of Equation
(2.14) denoted sint (®
rpixel, τn ). Thus, the final image response I(®
rpixel ) is a simple summation of our
sint (®
rpixel, τn ) values for every pulse:
I(®
rpixel ) =

Np
Õ

sint (®
rpixel, τn ).

(2.18)

n=1

A sample SAR image reconstructed with the BP is given in Figure 2.3.
Several observations are made concerning the advantages of the BP algorithm. This imaging
technique utilizes information about the imaging geometry to approximate the expected return
signal [15]. This allows us to allow for motion compensation with the antenna position, on top
20
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of allowing for higher-order effects like antenna gain compensation for a single pulse. Because of
these, the BP algorithm sees strength at lower-altitude imaging geometries. Additionally, since we
can specify particular pixel lcoations r®pixel , this allows us to subset a SAR scene without penalty.
Other frequency-based imaging techniques require all of the imaging pixels in a scene to be imaged
simultaneously. Finally, its descriptive simplicity [15, 20] allows for a description in one equation,
which allows for easy implementation for use.
However, BP does have its disadvantages. The utilization of the imaging geometry in the BP
is very precise, such that the antenna location in the time domain must be known relative to the
three-dimensional ground-plane scene [15]. This is seen in Equation (2.9), where the position of
the antenna and the target is known in the slow time domain. While the position of the sensor
can be estimated off an internal system in the antenna or even through the operational equipment,
the position of an object of interest may not be as readily available, particularly in contested or
RF-denied operational scenarios.

2.4.2

Non-Uniform Fast Fourier Transform

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used frequently in signal processing provided the samples
in the frequency are uniformly-spaced. Due to the characteristics of electromagnetic wave propagation, the collected data sometimes does not lie on a uniform Cartesian grid when expressed in
the frequency domain. Additionally, the time samples between data could be unequally spaced.
Because of its design and a requirement of only O( N2 log2 N) operations, FFT’s are employed
in SAR imaging techniques to speed up the computational runtime [32, 18]. However, the FFT
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requires uniform sampling in both the time and frequency domain to get the backscattering data
onto a uniform Cartesian grid.
The Non-Uniform FFT (NUFFT) is a solution to unequally spaced data in either the time or
frequency domain. The NUFFT algorithms are a set of methods for fast computations given a
nonuniform distribution of samples requiring Fourier transforms. In SAR, we revisit Equation
2.7 for our PHD definition, as nonuniform samples are normally found in the PHD. To calculate
uniform samples from our nonuniform data, we first compute a weighted K-point FFT of the
samples from the time domain, given as
N−1
Õ


− j4π fk ∆R(τn )
Yk =
sm M( fk , τn ) exp
.
c
m=0


(2.19)

Here, the nonzero variables sm are scaling factors that are designed to reduce interpolation errors
that appear later in the NUFFT algorithm.
Next, the NUFFT then approximates each frequency sample S( fk , τn ) by interpolating the
calculated Yk into a uniform frequency set. This step is defined by the minimum and maximum
frequency values present in the PHD and taking a linear interpolation [18]. Since we use a linear
interpolation, the approximated frequency samples on the uniform grid is defined as
Ŝ( fk , τn ) =

N−1
Õ

∗
vmk
Yk ,

(2.20)

m=0

where vmk represent interpolation coefficients.
Computational requirements constrain the interpolation coefficients to have only a finite amount
of nonzero elements J in most NUFFT methods. These elements correspond to the J nearest
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Figure 2.4
Sample NUFFT reconstruction using the defined dataset.

neighbors to our frequency samples in our interpolated frequency set. Thus, the interpolation in
Equation 2.20 becomes
Ŝ( fk , τn ) =

J−1
Õ

Y{k m + j}K u∗j ( fk , τn )

(2.21)

j=0

A sample reconstruction using the NUFFT is provided in Figure 2.4. Compared to the BP
algorithm, the NUFFT performs better overall. The only drawback lies in the implementation
provided in [18], where the computational requirements of the program does not hold up well
to large datasets. This specific NUFFT implementation calculates an adjoint matrix handle to
represent the inverse NUFFT, and the approach has a physical limitation to the size of the calculated
transform. Applying the NUFFT to this dataset requires sampling on our PHD to reduce the
amount of points handled by the implementation. As this alters our resolution and alias-free extent
parameters seen in Section 2.3, the reconstructed images appear to be more bloated than the BP
reconstruction from Figure 2.3 on page 20. If the NUFFT sees the full PHD, however, the imaging
reconstruction should look closer to the BP reconstruction.
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However, the NUFFT holds several key advantages over the BP algorithm. First, the BP
algorithm requires more operations than the NUFFT because using BP requires iterating over each
pulse of PHD. As the PHD is defined in time and frequency, the BP requires O(N 3 ) operations while
the NUFFT only requires O( N2 log2 N) operations. Since the NUFFT allows use with non-uniform
samples, the NUFFT is better equipped to handle missing data in the data set. It can interpolate
the data points onto a new uniform grid and not care too much about missing data points. Further,
the NUFFT potentially allows for less data present, because the interpolation grid allows for postprocessing use with an FFT. Both of these points bring significant upsides for imaging with less
data, and this advantage is exploited later in our technique development.

2.4.3

Compressive Sensing and Sparsity Based Reconstruction

Signal processing drives its main goal from reconstructing a signal from a series of sampling
measurements. For conventional signal processing techniques, the Nyquist sampling theory holds
true: the number of samples to accurately reconstruct a signal is driven by the bandwidth of the
signal. Traditional image reconstruction methods require the resolution of the image must match
the number of Fourier samples needed [20, 18]. Additionally, the massive amounts of data to match
these methods see a majority of these data points discarded for storage and transmission purposes.
Compressive sensing (CS) is an alternative sampling theory that allows for signal recovery with
significantly less samples or measurements than the Nyquist theory [10, 25].
CS is a three-step process involving a sparse representation of the signal, measurements, and
sparse signal recovery. The first step involves representing an undersampled input signal ĝθ,ϕ with
length N as a projection on a suitable basis, where the input signal can be represented in a form s.
24
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This form assumes sparsity and only contains a few nonzero elements. Here we assume the basis
we are operating also has only a sparse amount of basis vectors s such that s  N. Thus, rewriting
ĝθ,ϕ as a column vector allows us to project into a sparse basis given as Ψ to represent our input
signal sparsely:
ĝθ,ϕ = Ψs.

(2.22)

Next, ĝθ,ϕ is taken and sampled according to g = Φĝθ,ϕ . Measurement matrices can either
be randomly generated, as seen in random sensing, or can be chosen deterministically. Tradeoffs
between these two types of measurement matrices include worst-case performance with larger
storage requirements (random) or average-case performance with more efficient storage [11, 27].
Effective selection of Φ allows a guarantee that the main information of the compressible signal
is inside the matrix. In CS-based SAR, the random Gaussian matrix satisfies the incoherence
property with most bases [25].
The third step in CS is to recover the sparse signal after applying our measurements. Modern
CS theory takes two fundamental premises for signal recovery [11]. The first premise is that a
potential signal of interest where CS can be exploited are sparse - characterized by only a few
non-zero terms - in a given domain. The second premise is that the sampling waveforms, unlike
a potential signal of interest, have an extremely dense representation in its proper basis. If we
know that the observed signal ĝθ,ϕ is compressible in the Ψ basis, we can recover the desired
measurements I, written as
I = Φĝθ,ϕ = ΦΨs = Θs.

(2.23)

where Θ represents the sensing matrix. Thus the recovered image is represesnted in s through Ψs.
This matrix is critical because, according to the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), an accurate
25
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Figure 2.5
(a) Original model with (b) sample least-squares reconstruction using the defined dataset.

estimation of the sparse signal s or x can be determined using a linear inverse-based recovery
algorithm [27].
Enforcing sparsity as a condition allows for concise representation of the signal and the problem
to be defined with a set of problem-specific constraints. In SAR, sparsity corresponds to the amount
of bright scatterers with a majority of zero-value scatterers. A sample SAR image reconstructed
with least-squares is given in Figure 2.5.
In this scenario the PHD ĝθ,ϕ represents the discrete undersampled signal, and the measurement
matrix Φ is initialized as a random Gaussian matrix. The basis Ψ is determined by using the inverse
discrete cosine transform, and the recovery algorithm uses a least-squares approach to solve. As
a random Gaussian matrix for Φ satisfies RIP, an acceptable incoherence with most bases exist,
allowing a simple linear problem like the least-squares and the Basis Pursuit [27] to handle recovery.
However, a drawback to linear approaches for image reconstruction is the presence of undesirable artifacts. Figure 2.5 (a) shows the effect of artifacts on the least-squares reconstruction.
We observe the linear techniques are unable to account for reducing these effects, and as a result
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introduce joint sparsity as a mitigation measure. Joint sparsity exploits the overlapping support of
a recovered sequence of images [30]. This concept explores how neighboring images tend to have
similar sparsity properties with regards to each other. In other words, subtracting the normalized
image values from each other results in a sparse matrix with nonzero values corresponding to the
differences in image values. Section 3.2 further explores this property and introduces this into our
developed technique.
Aside from the presence of undesirable artifacts, these linear problems run into excessively
high computational cost, especially when solving equations like Equation 2.23 in the associated
optimization problems. Due to this, we incorporate recent advances in optimization techniques
by using an augmented Lagrangian approach. This stems from a need to employ computationally
efficient methods for CS in SAR, with a potential for parallel implementation [1]. For this CS
problem, where sparsity in our SAR images is enforced in the spatial domain, we cast the Augmented
Lagrangian problem as
min || Ag − ĝ||22 + λ||g|| p,
g

(2.24)

with p = 1 to enforce sparsity. In this base form, the Augmented Lagrangian considers the physicsbased relationship between the data and the unknown, discussed in Section 2.1.1, and also enforces
the sparsity of each reconstruction. Because our model contains non-differentiability in the `1
term, we thus use the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM).
The ADMM technique has been successfully applied to signal and image recovery problems
[1, 22]. ADMM offers a divide-and-conquer approach by splitting unconstrained, multi-objective
convex optimization problems into subproblems. This augments the Lagrangian of the convex
optimization problem with a norm-squared error term, and allows us to use a non-linear approach
27
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on the resulting terms. This algorithm is guaranteed to converge under mild conditions [1]. We
first provide an alternate approach to reformulate the minimization seen in Equation 2.24 as
1
min || Ag − ĝ||22 + λ||h||1,
2

(2.25)

with g and h representing separate subproblems for minimization. Efficient minimization of our
sub-problems g and h is critical to the ADMM and can be costly. We thus outline a gradient
descent approach to solve the relevant subproblems.
Gradient descent is a first-order iterative optimization algorithm for finding a local extrema of a
differentiable function. Since we desire to find a local minimum of our objective function defined
in Equation 2.25, we iterate through steps proportional to the negative of the approximate gradient
of the function at the current point. The standard gradient descent used for this problem is defined
as
gik+1
= gikj − αk ∇gi j J(gikj ),
j

(2.26)

where J(gikj ) represents the objective function we want to minimize, ∇gi j J(gikj ) represents the
gradient of our objective function, and αk represents the step size of the gradient method at the
current iteration.
The first step in the gradient descent is typically the most aggressive, and occassionally overshoots the desired value. To counteract this, the Barzilai-Borwein (BB) method selects the new
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desired αk value [19] while providing nearly no extra cost to the gradient method. The BB method
defines the step size as
αk =

sTk s k

(2.27)

sTk y k

where
and

s k = gikj − gik−1
j
y k = ∇(gikj ) − ∇(gik−1
j ).

As seen in s k and y k , the BB method is dependent on previous iterations of the subproblem
minimization, and is thus invalid for the first iteration of the gradient descent. To ensure that αk
sufficiently reduces the magnitude of our objective function J(gi j ), a backtracking line-search is
implemented to ensure the step size is not too large. This prevents the gradient descent method
from "overshooting" and missing the local minimum, and acts as a convergence safeguard for the
non-quadratic sub-problem. Ensuring this algorithm does not overshoot requires checking what
is known as the Armijo condition [2]. The Armijo condition states the decrease in the objective
function is proportional to the step length and the gradient of the function, stated as
J(gikj − αk ∇(gikj )) ≤ J(gikj ) − δαk ∇(gikj )T ∇(gikj )

(2.28)

If this condition is not achieved, we backtrack and decrease the step length to a smaller αk step
size by
αk = ραk .

(2.29)

With the proper step sizes, a gradient descent is then performed and a final check is performed
between the next image value gik+1
and the current image value gikj . We check the convergence
j
of this value by determining the difference in the two and determine if it is larger than a given
tolerance. Section 3.2 outlines the specific ADMM solver for this work.
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2.5

Three-Dimensional Imaging
This section introduces the three-dimensional imaging techniques for this work. These

concepts are based on previously-discussed two-dimensional imaging techniques and other radar
fundamentals. We discuss three-dimensional interferometry and its relation to the resolution
parameters in Section 2.5.1. Additionally, we explore tomography as an imaging technique in
Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1

Interferometric SAR

Interferometric SAR (abbreviated IFSAR) is a radar technique dependent on two or more SAR
images to generate three-dimensional maps of elevation, utilizing differences in the phases of the
wave returning to an airborne platform. SAR utilizes the amplitude and the absolute phase of
the returned signal; however, IFSAR uses the differential phase of the reflected signal from either
multiple passes along the flight path or from multiple sensors on a single pass. The transmitted
wave coming off the antenna has a known phase and is evaluated against the return signal phase.
IFSAR depends on multiple PHD sets for a scene in question and follows approaches featured
in [3, 4, 16, 17, 24, 28]. To begin, IFSAR requires closely spaced elevation angles ϕ1 and ϕ2 such
that their minimum spacing ∆ϕ ≥ 0.1. IFSAR also requires an azimuth subaperture and bandwidth
pair sufficient to resolve many reflectors in the scene. To determine the dominant scatterers in the
scene, the radar cross section σ is calculated as the sum over the available polarizations of squared
pixel amplitudes and a threshold is applied. A two-dimensional imaging technique is applied, and
for this section the BP algorithm is chosen.
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If the pixel values exceed the given RCS threshold, we combine the pixel’s slant-plane downrange and cross-range locations and compute a height h from the slant plane, known as a height
estimator. This estimator uses the difference in phase between the corresponding values from the
image pairs. This three-dimensional slant-plane location is transformed into a target-centered coordinate system. Unresolved reflectors in the scene are removed by testing the images for dissimilar
relative amplitudes.
Literature from [17, 24, 28] define three different values of h given different data scenarios.
Moses utilizes sub-apertures as the focus due to scattering objects within a scene typically having
narrow beam patterns, making IFSAR measurements of 3D locations possible without wide-area
averaging. Ertin focuses on circular SAR, utilizing wide-angle collection without using subaperture data. This particular height estimate applies for well-resolved scattering centers in the
scene. Finally, Lee-Elkin focuses on wide-angle apertures and estimates a scattering surface using
a sparse amount of circular passes. This approach requires coherently adding many BP images at
different subapertures to form a final BP image representing a 360◦ azimuth subaperture.
Figure 2.6 on the next page shows sample IFSAR image reconstructions with the defined
dataset. Here, we see that all of the outlined IFSAR techniques are able to accurately represent the
object of interest to scale, but require all possible elevation spacings to efficiently resolve an object
of interest. This is a result of the resolution and alias-free extent equations from Equations (2.10)
- (2.12). Only having two different elevation angles forces the total elevation angle transversed
by the SAR sensor to equal the sampling rates for the height dimension. While this is sufficient
to prevent aliasing, this is not suffient to determine accurate height information without utilizing
multiple elevation angles of PHD.
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Figure 2.6
Sample 3D IFSAR reconstructions utilizing the (a) Moses, (b) Ertin, and (c) Lee-Elkin height
estimates using the defined dataset. All images are generated with hh-pol data with
∆ϕ = [0.1, 0.2, ..., 9.9]◦ spacing

In general, the IFSAR results wildly vary based on the collection geometry of the scene of
interest and how many elevation angles are utilized. Not only do certain data collections render
insignificant data about the height estimates, but all three height estimates are susceptible to multipath effects and scattering responses based on the physical structure of the objects. Additionally,
none of the IFSAR methods account for determining features within the exterior boundaries, as
evident in Figure 2.6 (a).

2.5.2

Tomographic SAR

IFSAR is typically constrained to two elevation angles in their determined height estimators
[17, 24, 28]. Unlike IFSAR, Tomographic SAR (abbreviated TomoSAR) utilizes stacks of data
of multiple elevation angles to reconstruct the reflectivity function. Spectral analysis is used
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to construct the reflectivity function for every range-azimuth pixel and obtain focused threedimensional SAR images [33]. TomoSAR also exploits both the amplitude and phase at full
resolution to detect multiple scatterers laying in the same range-azimuth cell.
TomoSAR is similar to the medical imaging concepts described in 1.2. While medical imaging
concepts utilize computed axial tomography, TomoSAR uses a small angle range along the azimuth.
TomoSAR utilizes the imaging geometry defined in Equation (2.1). A stack of complex multi-pass
PHD of the same scene is used in TomoSAR to retrieve the elevation-direction reflectivity profile
for scatterers in a fixed range of coordinates. This follows the signal model defined in Equation
2.23 [7].
Three-dimensional TomoSAR imaging follows a three-step method known for its linearity
[8]. First is the data acquisition, where the image is registered via a series of translations in the
frequency domain. Additionally, the phase and amplitudes in the observation vector must contain
accurate phase and amplitude. The main source of error in the signal model results from phase
biases in the antennas when measuring varying elevation angles. The next section is the sparse
reconstruction. Here, statistical models are used to realize three-dimensional reconstructions while
remaining computationally light. Finally, the visualization step allows for the three-dimensional
reconstructions to be viewed as a series of two-dimensional slices. Figure 2.7 on the next page
depicts a sample TomoSAR reconstruction.
The most noticeable feature with the TomoSAR imaging is that only two-dimensional slices
are viewable at any time during the sequence. With TomoSAR, a-priori knowledge of the object of
interest is required to extract the desired perspectives from the scene. Additionally, only one slice
is available at a time, as evidenced with Figure 2.7 on the following page. While this method is
33
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Figure 2.7
Sample TomoSAR reconstruction of slices defined at (a) ψ = 90◦, φ = 0◦ and (b)
ψ = 90◦, φ = 90◦ given the defined dataset.

computationally faster than other comparable three-dimensional methods, particularly the IFSAR
method, the limitations on viewing makes this technique inadequate for full three-dimensional
imaging. However, the TomoSAR technique is most adaptable for true three-dimensional imaging
[8], particularly due to its ability to stack multiple elevation angles together.

2.6

Modified Hausdorff Distance Metric
The Hausdorff Distance allows a measure of separability to be computed between two objects

based on their shapes. A modified version of this metric, called the Modified Hausdorff Distance
(MHD) metric, allows for potential outliers due to noise or the environment to be accounted [14].
An MHD value of zero corresponds to an ideal scenario, where both objects are exactly identical
to each other and both representative point cloud sets have an identical mapping for every single
point.
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The commonly-used Hausdorff Distance is defined such that the directed distance measure
between two point sets A = {a1, a2, ..., aNa } and B = {b1, b2, ..., bNb } is given by
d(A, B) = max d(a, B),
a∈A

where the distance between a point a ∈ A and a set of points B is
d(a, B) = min ||a − b||2 .
b∈B

This particular definition of d(A, B) is susceptible to the presence of outliers, which is present in
SAR imaging given non-ideal imaging geometries and environmental factors in the image scene.
Thus, we define the MHD such that the directed distance measure between two point sets
A = {a1, a2, ..., aNa } and B = {b1, b2, ..., bNb } is given by
d(A, B) =

1 Õ
d(a, B),
Na a∈A

where the distance d(a, B) is the same as above. Then, the MHD metric is such that
f (d(A, B), d(B, A)) = max {d(A, B), d(B, A)} .
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(2.30)

CHAPTER III
NOVEL 3D SAR RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

This section features the two novel techniques developed in this thesis. We outline the Volumetric SAR (VolSAR) reconstruction technique in Section 3.1 and the Joint Sparsity SAR (JS-SAR)
reconstruction technique in Section 3.2. Both of these are angle-dependent techniques that reconstruct an object of interest based on tomographic principles from Section 2.5.2. Both techniques
feature multiple passes from a SAR sensor representing varying antenna elevation angles ϕ of
data that are taken about the object of interest. From here, both techniques stack the data from
different ϕ together and perform two-dimensional image reconstruction techniques to create a
three-dimensional reconstruction of the object of interest.
The VolSAR technique has the ability to easily reconstruct objects of interest due to its simplicity
in image formation and its ease of use. This method heavily utilizes the BP algorithm to reconstruct
two-dimensional slices of the object of interest. Using two-dimensional slices allows for introducing
different perspectives in the object of interest. However, the reliance on the BP algorithm makes this
technique computationally expensive. Utilizing the imaging geometry requires precise knowledge
of the antenna location, as discussed in Section 2.4.1. Processing two-dimensional images from our
dataset with the desired resolution parameters from Equations (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) necessitate
a finely-spaced frequency spacing, the full bandwidth, and a finely-spaced azimuth spacing. After
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using the BP algorithm for all considered orientations, the reconstructions for every orientation
can be fused together to form the three-dimensional VolSAR reconstruction model. Computational
restrictions exist with the VolSAR reconstruction technique due to the large data requirements, not
feasible for limited data scenarios.
Meanwhile, the JS-SAR technique leverages compressive sensing and sparsity-based techniques
to accurately reconstruct objects of interest. This method enforces sparsity and joint sparsity as
conditions in the minimized objective function to generate an image reconstruction. After jointly
solving the optimizaiton problem for all given orientations, the reconstructions can be fused
together similarly to the VolSAR reconstruction model to form the three-dimensional JS-SAR
model. The JS-SAR technique utilizes the NUFFT as its two-dimensional image slices. As a
result, the computational requirements for this technique is significantly smaller than with the
VolSAR method. Further, we do not use a-priori knowledge of the object of interest to create
our representations and instead utilize prior knowledge of SAR imaging. Because we utilize
the sparsity sproperties of images created on neighboring projection planes to be similar, we are
heavily dependent on the amount of subaperture data fed into the JS-SAR method. By utilizing
a-priori knowledge about SAR imaging, we use less data to create our three-dimensional JS-SAR
reconstruction models

3.1

Volumetric SAR (VolSAR) Reconstruction
In this section, we discuss the VolSAR reconstruction technique. This approach leverages

the BP algorithm described in Section 2.4.1 and three-dimensional tomography-based techniques
described in Section 2.5.2. Algorithm 1 details the general structure of our proposed three37
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dimensional volumetric approach. Although the proposed approach is dataset agnostic, we use the
synthetic data described in Section 2.2 as the basis for the development of our methods. Overall,
the developed approach is split into four general steps, which we expand upon in the following
sections:
1. Imaging Plane Rotations (Section 3.1.1),
2. Two-Dimensional Backprojection (Section 3.1.2),
3. Three-Dimensional Fusion (Section 3.1.3), and
4. Post Processing (Section 3.1.4).

3.1.1

Imaging Plane Rotations

As established in Section 2.4.1, the BP algorithm involves "smearing back" the projection across
image at the angle the image is obtained onto an imaging plane. Thus, a two-dimensional filtered
BP image given three-dimensional SAR data can be formed on any arbitrary two-dimensional
plane. We desire to use this in our three-dimensional SAR imaging techniques by altering the
imaging plane inputted into the two-dimensional backprojection algorithm.
The origin-centered spherical coordinate system used for the imaging plane is defined in
Figure 3.1 on page 40. It is such that the azimuth angle φ is defined at the positive range (x) axis
increasing counter-clockwise about the height (z) axis, and the elevation angle ψ is defined at the
positive height axis rotating clockwise about the range axis.
We assume a discretized set of points to define our imaging plane I, defined as
N
I = {(xi, yi, zi )}i=1
,
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Algorithm 1 3D Volumetric SAR Reconstruction
Require: PHD of ϕ in defined range (ϕmin : ∆ϕ : ϕmax )
Require: x, y, z-coordinates of imaging plane I
Require: Ranges of φ and ψ angles
1:

Append all PHD from all ϕ angles

2:

for i in φ range do

3:

for j in ψ range do

4:

I ← rot_fun(I,φ,ψ)

5:

Perform 2D Backprojection Algorithm

6:

end for

7:

end for

8:

Stack all 2D backprojection imaging plane slices

9:

Extract 3D Volumetric Point Cloud by sampling imaging plane

10:

. Rotation function

function rot_plane(x)

11:

out ← Multiply all (x, y, z) of I by rotation matrix Rφ,ψ

12:

return out

13:

end function
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Figure 3.1
Spherical Coordinate System used for Imaging Plane.

where x, y and z denote the range, cross-range and height coordinates, respectively of our desired
SAR iamge. Defining a normal vector n®0 = [A0, B0, C0 ] to represent our discretized set of points
as a plane, we can use
A0 (x − xi ) + B0 (y − yi ) + C0 (z − zi ) = 0.

(3.1)

as the original imaging plane.
Using this as reference, we utilize rotation matrices for arbitrary rotations φr and ψr to orient
our imaging plane in three dimensions. Individually, each matrix will only rotate the set of points
about one axis (height for φr , range for ψr ), so we are interested in multiplying both of these
together to rotate about azimuth and elevation.


cos(φ ) − sin(φ ) 0


r
r




Rφ =  sin(φr ) cos(φr ) 0




 0

0
1





Rψr



1

0
0






= 0 cos(ψr ) − sin(ψr ) .




0 sin(ψ ) cos(ψ ) 

r
r 
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Thus, the three-dimensional rotation matrix is given by


cos(φ ) − sin(φ ) cos(ψ ) sin(φ ) sin(ψ ) 

r
r
r
r
r 





Rrot =  sin(φr ) cos(φr ) cos(ψr ) − cos(φr ) sin(ψr ) .






sin(ψr )
cos(ψr )
 0



We can then define a rotated normal vector for any arbitrary orientation as


(3.2)



n®R = AR BR CR =

T


A0 [cos(φr ) + sin(φr )]






 B [− sin(φ ) cos(ψ ) + cos(φ ) cos(ψ ) + sin(ψ )] ,
 0
r
r
r
r
r 




 C [sin(φ ) sin(ψ ) − cos(φ ) sin(ψ ) + cos(ψ ) 
 0
r
r
r
r
r 


resulting in our final imaging plane equation of
A0 [cos(φr ) + sin(φr )](x − xi ) + B0 [− sin(φr ) cos(ψr )+
cos(φr ) cos(ψr ) + sin(ψr )](y − yi ) + C0 [sin(φr ) sin(ψr )−

(3.3)

cos(φr ) sin(ψr ) + cos(ψr )(z − zi ) = 0
given any orientation in azimuth and elevation.

3.1.2

Two-Dimensional Backprojection

The two-dimensional BP algorithm is directly based on the implementation from [20], discussed
in Section 2.4.1. Instead of finding the differential range from the scene center to the twodimensional pixel locations, we insert vectorized point cloud values into the (x, y, z) pixel locations
for the imaging plane I. Thus, we no longer assume a flat ground plane for every case.
If an orientation of (φr , ψr ) = (0, 0) is specified, we note that z = 0 for all two-dimensional
pixel locations. In conjunction with Equation (3.3), we can rotate this base orientation by any
41
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arbitrary φr and ψr angles to return vectorized point cloud values with any arbitrary (x, y, z) values.
These rotations allow us to capture information from nonzero z values and is what allows for height
information extraction.

3.1.3

Three-Dimensional Fusion

To create a three-dimensional fusion of the object of interest from two-dimensional slices, we
follow the process outlined in Algorithm 2 to create our three-dimensional reconstructed object
with the VolSAR technique.

Algorithm 2 3D Volumetric SAR Imaging Algorithm
Require: PHD of ϕ in defined range (ϕmin : ∆ϕ : ϕmax )
Require: (x, y, z)-coordinates of imaging plane I
Require: Ranges of imaging plane φ and ψ angles
1:

Append all PHD from all ϕ angles

2:

for i in φ range do

3:

for j in ψ range do

4:

I ← rot_fun(I,φ,ψ)

5:

Perform 2D Backprojection Algorithm

6:

end for

7:

end for

8:

Stack all 2D backprojection imaging plane slices
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First we utilize three-dimensional PHD inside a pre-defined range. The VolSAR technique is
similar to TomoSAR in its ability to stack multiple elevation angles together. Here we stack PHD
from varying antenna elevation angles ϕ together and create a larger PHD that encompasses all of
the various antenna elevations. For this technique the same frequency and azimuth sampling rates
from Equations (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) are kept along with the bandwidth B across all elevation
passes. This allows for the PHD in the spatial domain to remain uniform across all elevation angles
and allows for the BP algorithm to image over multiple elevation angles.
Next the VolSAR utilizes the two-dimensional BP concepts from Section 3.1.2 and performs
the BP algorithm for every unique φ and ψ combination. When specific imaging plane rotation
parameters are specified, we alter the imaging plane coordinates I to project with the BP algorithm.
By specifying a vertical imaging plane (i.e. ψ = 90), the maximum value of the SAR image
pixel in the height dimension is carried through the BP algorithm. We ignore some combination
of information in the range and cross-range dimensions. However, without fully exploiting the
information gained in the height dimension, we are restricted to images similar to Figure 2.3 on
page 20.
Finally, the VolSAR technique fuses all of the available BP slices from the previous steps
by eliminating points with decibel scaled image values fall below a particular threshold. This
technique required a threshold value of -25dB. Multiple rotations on vertical imaging planes allow
for corresponding image pixel values at different (x, y, z) values, subject to the resolution equations
from Equations (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12). Each rotation angle pair specifies a unique plane defined
by Equation (3.3), thus indicating that most points with corresponding image pixel values will be
located at different Cartesian coordinates and eliminating overlapping image pixel values.
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Table 3.1
VolSAR Point Cloud Parameters.
Variable

data.x_mat
data.y_mat
data.z_mat
data.im_final

3.1.4

Data Type

N-by-N
N-by-N
N-by-N
N-by-N

Units

Description

m
m
m
dB

x-coordinate of all image pixels
y-coordinate of all image pixels
z-coordinate of all image pixels
image response of all image pixels

matrix
matrix
matrix
matrix

Post Processing

Taking a series of backprojection algorithms results in a discretized object of interest that
is finely sampled. To better lend the backprojected results to a recreatable object of interest, we
take a sampled portion of the 3D Volumetric SAR reconstruction. This is based on defining a
larger interval between pixels on the imaging plane such that further distances exist between each
individual pixel on the imaging plane. By sampling the various imaging planes used and extracting
the Cartesian coordinates of these extracted points, we can create a point cloud representation of
our object of interest. The BP algorithm used in this metric requires the following parameters for
point cloud formation outlined in Table 3.1.
Assuming a square imaging plane, the VolSAR point cloud parameters represent the image
brightness located at the corresponding coordinates stored in the three matrices for the x, y, and
z-coordinates. By separating these specific variables basic thresholding can be easily performed
for arbitrarily-defined image response values.
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3.2

Joint Sparsity SAR (JS-SAR) Reconstruction
In this section we discuss the devlopment of the JS-SAR reconstruction technique. Instead

of utilizing the BP algorithm, this approach leverages the NUFFT described in Section 2.4.2,
compressive sensing and sparsity-based reconstruction from Section 2.4.3, and three-dimensional
tomography-based techniques described in Section 2.5.2. Algorithm 3 details the structure of
our proposed three-dimensional joint sparsity approach. The proposed approach is also dataset
agnostic and we use the synthetic data described in Section 2.2 as the basis for the development
of our methods. Expanding off Section 3.1.3, we also implement the rotation behavior from our
VolSAR technique. Overall, the developed approach is split into three general steps, which we
expand upon in the following sections:
1. k-Space Rotations and Three-Dimensional NUFFT (Section 3.2.1),
2. Sparsity-Based Inversion (Section 3.2.2), and
3. Post Processing (Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 k-Space Rotations and Three-Dimensional NUFFT
As seen in Section 2.4.2, an imaging plane like in the BP algorithm does not inherently exist
when taking the NUFFT of our three-dimensional data. To mimic the effects of taking rotations for
any arbitrary orientation, we instead rotate the three-dimensional k-space frequencies instantialized
for the NUFFT.
From Equations (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12), the resolution of an image is based on the sampling
rates and the total angle traversed by the radar platform. Since a single pass is not a realistic
option for our imaging needs, we evaluate a "focused" range of azimuth data from our object
45
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Algorithm 3 3D Joint Sparsity SAR Imaging Algorithm
Require: PHD of ϕ in defined range (ϕmin : ∆ϕ : ϕmax )
Require: Ranges of φ and ψ angles
1:

Append all PHD from all ϕ angles

2:

for Each subaperture φs taken do

3:

Sample PHD based on subaperture values

4:

for Each Rotation Pair φr and ψr do

5:

Rotate PHD based on rotation angle values

6:

Extract 3D k-space frequency nodes

7:

Perform NUFFT on sectioned data

8:

end for

9:

Use ADMM Solver from Algorithm 4

10:

end for
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of interest. This "focused range" only contains PHD from a limited perspective on an object of
interest. This portion of returns off an object of interest takes a defined portion of the available
azimuth angles, which we will refer to as the subaperture angle φs . Each subaperture is defined as
an angle representing how many PHD points are extracted from the full 360◦ aperture.
We consider a similar approach like Section 3.1.1 and define our k-space kr0 with relevant
components as
kr0

4π f0
=
c



k = kx ky kz


(3.4)

k x = kr0 cos(ψr )sin(φs )
k y = kr0 cos(ψr )cos(φs )
k z = kr0 sin(ψr )
where k x , k y , and k z represent the components of kr0 in the k x, k y, and k z axes, sampled to only
a specific subaperture value defined by φs . This concept is demonstrated in Figure 3.2 on the
following page, utilizing a 180◦ subaperture.
Since we are rotating over the same azimuth and elevation angles as in the imaging plane
rotations, the same rotation matrix from Equation (3.2) is utilized. Taking these equations, we
can create a k-space domain that is both rotated and subsampled, representing only the section of
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Figure 3.2
Demonstration of k-space specified with a 180◦ subaperture definition.

the k-space we are interested in imaging. With some manipulation we show a general form for a
rotated and sampled k-space domain:

krot



cos(φ ) − sin(φ ) cos(ψ ) sin(φ ) sin(ψ ) 

r
r
r
r
r 


 


= k ∗ Rrot = k x k y k z ∗  sin(φr ) cos(φr ) cos(ψr ) − cos(φr ) sin(ψr )




 0

sin(ψ
)
cos(ψ
)


r
r


T




k
[cos(φ
)
+
sin(φ
)]


x
r
r




=  k y [− sin(φr ) cos(ψr ) + cos(φr ) cos(ψr ) + sin(ψr )]




 k [sin(φ ) sin(ψ ) − cos(φ ) sin(ψ ) + cos(ψ ) 
 z

r
r
r
r
r
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cos(ψ)sin(φs )[cos(φr ) + sin(φr )]



= kr0 cos(ψ)cos(φs )[−sin(φr )cos(ψr ) + cos(φr )cos(ψr ) + sin(ψr )]




sin(ψ)[sin(φr )sin(ψr ) − cos(φr )sin(ψr ) + cos(ψr )]



T













(3.5)

We previously defined that an elevation angle ψ = 90◦ allows for the maximum possible
information extraction in the height dimension. Thus, to best leverage the NUFFT, we assume a
two-dimensional k-space comprising of the k y and k z axes to best extract height data.

3.2.2

Sparsity-Based Inversion

Unique to the 3D Joint Sparsity SAR technique is the method for exploiting a-priori knowledge
about general SAR imaging to generate our three-dimensional object representations with limited
SAR data. Since SAR is inherently specular in nature, we expect to see a sparse amount of scatterers
only generate significant returns when imaging an object of interest from a platform orientation.
Additionally, by taking the angular-dependent rotation technique seen in Section 3.1.3, the sparsity
properties of SAR imagery on neighboring imaging planes have similar sparsity properties.
Taking these points, we consider an unknown SAR image gi, j reconstructed on an imaging
plane defined by rotation angles φi and ψ j for all desired rotation values. Additionally, we define a
forward model Ai, j that allows us to take the relationship between the SAR image and the PHD. In
our case, Ai, j is represented by the NUFFT. We reconstruct each volumetric slice accordingly to
gi, j = minn∗m
gi j ∈R




i+1 j+1
1
λ2 Õ Õ
2
2
||gi, j − gk,l ||2 .
|| Ai, j gi, j − ĝθ,ϕ ||2 + λ1 ||gi, j ||1 +
2
2 k=i−1 l= j−1

(3.6)

In this objective function, the first term enforces the fidelity of the SAR PHD with the data and the
unknown, previously described. The second term of this objective function takes the `1 -norm of
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the SAR image to enforce the general sparsity properties seen in SAR imagery. This term utilizes
the fact only a sparse amount of scatterers generate bright returns. Finally, the third term enforces
the joint sparsity of images reconstructed of neighboring imaging planes. The third term is the term
that highlights neighboring imaging planes should carry similar sparsity properties with respect
to each other. The parameters λ1 and λ2 are regularization parameters that enforce the severity of
our sparsity and joint sparsity terms in the objective function. Exploiting these terms establish the
level of confidence that is given to our data fidelity term, and will be discussed further in Section
4.2.3.
To begin solving this objective function, we notice the double summation in the joint sparsity
term. Expanding this term obtains
gi, j = min



λ2
1
|| Ai, j gi, j − ĝθ,ϕ ||22 + λ1 ||gi, j ||1 + (||gi, j − gi−1, j−1 ||22
2
2

+ ||gi, j − gi−1, j ||22 + ||gi, j − gi−1, j+1 ||22 + ||gi, j − gi, j−1 ||22
+ ||gi, j − gi, j ||22 + ||gi, j − gi, j+1 ||22 + ||gi, j − gi+1, j−1 ||22

2
2
+ ||gi, j − gi+1, j ||2 + ||gi, j − gi+1, j+1 ||2 )

(3.7)

We define nearby imaging planes Gg as a subset of the SAR image data where the neighboring
images in rotation values in either direction across azimuth and elevation are considered. For this
objective function, we define a three-by-three grid of neighboring SAR images as our Gg term.
Since each g ∈ Rn×m , we know that Gg ∈ R9n×m .
To enforce the joint sparsity in our objective function, we jointly optimize gk,l for k = i−1, i, i+1
and l = j − 1, j, j + 1. For this to happen, we must hold gk,l for our desired k and l values and
optimize over gi, j . Additionally, assuming our forward model Ai, j is orthogonal, we initialize all
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of the gi, j as ATi, j ; otherwise, we must initialize our model as a BP image. This now transforms the
optimization function to

λ2
1
2
2
e
gi j = min || Ai, j gi, j − ĝθ,ϕ ||2 + λ1 ||gi, j ||1 + ||G(gi, j )||2 ,
2
2


(3.8)

where G(gi, j ) = [gi, j − gk,l ] k=i+1,l=i+1
.
k=i−1,l= j−1
We observe the first two terms in the rewritten objective function follow the same form of the
ill-posed linear system from Equation (2.25). Here, this system requires regularization in some
form to handle limited PHD, noise, and other SAR imaging artifacts. However, we now introduce
the joint sparsity formulation to make use of the overlaping information that we gather from the
VolSAR technique. The JS-SAR technique identifies a range of angle values in G(gi, j ) that contain
similar support in the image subset’s sparsity domain. We split into three respective subproblems
g, h, and u, defined below:
g sub-problem:
gik+1
j

1
λ2
ρ
= min || Ai j gi j − ĝθ,ϕ ||22 + ||G(gi j )||22 + ||gi j − h k + u k ||22
gi j 2
2
2



(3.9)

h sub-problem:
h

k+1

ρ
= min λ1 ||h||1 + ||gik+1
− h + u k ||22
h
2 j



(3.10)

u sub-problem:
k+1
u k+1 = u k + gik+1
j −h

(3.11)

Given Equation (3.9)’s dependence on the relationship between the data, the unknown, and the
neighboring imaging planes G(gi j ), we develop an Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM) solver to solve our objective function, outlined in Algorithm 4. This solver is based on
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solving for the next iteration of g while holding h and u constant, employing a similar procedure
to solve for next iterations of h and u.
Algorithm 4 ADMM Solver for Equation (3.9)
1: Define starting parameters λ1 , λ2 , ρ, β, tol
2:

k
while ||gik+1
j − gi j || > tol do

3:

Determine gradient of g sub-problem

4:

Determine step size α by Barzilai-Borwein (BB) step

5:

while Armijo condition not satisfied do

6:

Backtrack αk = ραk

7:

end while

8:

Solve h and u sub-problems

9:

end while

To solve the g sub-problem using the stochastic gradient descent discussed in Section 2.4.3, we
first determine the gradient of the objective function from Equation (3.9) as
∇gi j J(gi j ) = ∇1 + ∇2 + ∇3,

(3.12)

where ∇1 , ∇2 , and ∇3 represent the gradients of each individual term Equation (3.9), which are
defined next.
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The first gradient term ∇1 represents the gradient taken of our relationship between the data
and the unknown. On further inspection, we can take a chain rule to determine this value.
∇1 = ∇gi j




 
1
1 T
2
|| Ai j gi j − ĝθ,ϕ ||2 = 2
A (Ai j gi j − ĝθ,ϕ )
2
2 ij

= ATij (Ai j gi j − ĝθ,ϕ ).

(3.13)

The SAR PHD ĝθ,ϕ exists in the complex space C, but the image gi j exists in the real domain Rn×m .
Thus the gradient of our forward model is simply the transpose of this matrix representation.
The neighboring images G(gi j ) term slightly complicates the second gradient ∇2 . We rewrite
this term as a one-dimensional summation unwrapping these values and creating them in a onedimensional array:
∇2 = ∇gi j
= ∇gi j



λ2
||G(gi j )||22
2




Nx ∗Ny
λ2 Õ
2
|(G(gi j )) k | .
2 k=1



(3.14)

We can then expand out the G(gi j ) term by using Equation (3.7) and substitute this into (3.14).
This is possible because of our prior definition of G(gi j ).


Õ
Õ
λ2 Õ
2
2
2
∇2 = ∇gi j
|gi j − gi−1, j−1 | +
|gi j − gi−1, j | + ... +
|gi j − gi+1, j+1 |
2
 Õ

Õ
Õ
λ2
=2
|gi j − gi−1, j−1 | +
|gi j − gi−1, j | + ... +
|gi j − gi+1, j+1 |
2
ÕÕ
 i+1, j+1
= λ2
|gi j − gkl |


k=i−1,l= j−1
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Observe that the double summation term represents the same exact definition we took from above.
Thus, we notice the gradient of G(gi j ) does not change, and we can write the gradient of the second
term as
∇2 = λ2 G(gi j ) = λ2

j+1
i+1 Õ
Õ

|gi j − gkl |.

(3.15)

k=i−1 l= j−1

Finally, the gradient of the third term ∇3 has a similar approach to the gradient term ∇1 . We
can leverage the same chain rule to find our desired gradient ∇3 .
ρ
ρ
∇3 = ∇gi j ( ||gi j − h k + u k ||22 ) = 2( )(gi j − h k + u k )
2
2
= ρ(gi j − h k + u k )

(3.16)

Since we have found the values for the three gradients by Equations (3.13), (3.15), and (3.16),
these are substituted into Equation (3.12) to determine the final gradient for our gradient descent
as
∇gi j J(gi j ) = ∇1 + ∇2 + ∇3
=

ATij (Ai j gi j

− ĝθ,ϕ ) + λ2

j+1
i+1 Õ
Õ

|gi j − gkl | + ρ(gi j − h k + u k ).

(3.17)

k=i−1 l= j−1

Given a proper step size αk determined by Equation (2.27), we substitute the gradient from
equation (3.17) into (2.26) to solve the g sub-problem.
The solution for the h sub-problem from Equation (3.10) is trivial and involves a simple gradient
of all component terms. We express this as
ρ k+1
k
||g
− h + u k ||22 = S λ1 (gik+1
j +u )
ρ
2 ij
λ1
k
k
= sign(gik+1
max{0, |gik+1
}
j +u )
j +u |−
ρ

h k+1 = λ1 ||h||1 +
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(3.18)

The u sub-problem is a trivial solution, and is simply updating the Lagrangian multipliers. This is
expressed as
k+1
u k+1 = u k + gik+1
.
j −h

(3.19)

The ADMM solver is complete and generates a valid image reconstruction from Equation (3.8)
when the difference in values between two consecutive iterations is less than a given tolerance
value. This check indicates a convergence in the image value gik+1
and allows for a safe exit from
j
the ADMM solver.

3.2.3

Post Processing

The image output given from the ADMM solver lies in a solely complex form. This is due
to the complex values representative of the resulting image being necessary to isolate the point
scatterers in the Cartesian grid. Displaying the image reconstructions from the JS-SAR solver takes
a similar approach outlined in Section 3.1.4. The variables that store the image results is arranged
in the same format as Table 3.1 on page 44.
However, the inclusion of multiple subaperture slices φs necessitate a slight modification to the
VolSAR method’s post-processing. Since the JS-SAR method coherently adds phase information
from different subaperture slices with the same rotational parameters, JS-SAR must take the
normalized dB image value for every subaperture value and extract the maximum value from all
candidate values. Although this method is prone to slight aliasing effects, it is able to utilize
determining information from scatterers that are prominent but not dominant in the SAR scene.
We are thus able to collect finer detail into all of the significant features from the object of interest.
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CHAPTER IV
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this chapter we test both the VolSAR and the JS-SAR reconstruction techniques and compare
the results on a truth model. The B-747 model with the dataset paremeters discussed in Section
2.2 is a high-fidelity CAD model that acts as our truth reference. Thus, we take this CAD model
as the baseline for the three-dimensional reconstruction analysis performed in this section.
We outline a standard reconstruction example with the VolSAR technique in Section 4.1 and
perform an accuracy analysis on the reconstructed result, utilizing the entire available dataset from
Section 2.2 for our results. Our example contains an imaging plane described by Equation (3.1)
centered about the origin that is altered by varying rotation angles φ and ψ.
For the JS-SAR technique we consider the same imaging scene from the VolSAR technique
and utilize a similar experiment in Section 4.2. We use the same origin-centered imaging scene
and the same φ and ψ angles for the basis of this experiment and reconstruct an object subject
to Equation (3.6). Here we consider both noiseless PHD and PHD with complex white Gaussian
noise (CGWN) injected into the dataset and discuss an accuracy analysis for both cases. Finally,
we study the effect of adjusting the regularization parameters λ1 and λ2 outlined in Equation (3.6).
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Figure 4.1
(a) Backprojecting to the origin-centered imaging plane P, (b) backprojecting to P rotated by
φr = 0◦ and ψr = 45◦ .

4.1

VolSAR Reconstruction
We seek to recover the image response values I of our object of interest to create a three-

dimensional VolSAR reconstruction given the dataset discussed in Section 2.2. By backprojecting
onto the imaging plane P described by Equation (3.1), we evalute image responses given height
values zi = 0 for all i = 1, ..., N. This action does not give any information about the object of
interest’s height, seen in Figure 4.1 (a). Rotating the imaging plane’s elevation angle by φr = 0◦
and ψr = 45◦ with Equation (3.3) and subsequently using the same BP algorithm gives a result like
Figure 4.1 (b).
Due to the projection of the image onto our reoriented imaging plane, slightly modifying the
imaging plane returns a notable difference in the SAR image. This indicates that the specular
returns of a SAR system is dependent on the orientation set by the imaging plane. By using the
BP onto different rotated imaging planes, we begin to understand the full structure of the object
of interest. For example, by rotating P such that φr = 0◦ and ψr = 90◦ in Figure 2.7 on page 34
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Table 4.1
Experiment Parameters for VolSAR Reconstruction.
Parameter

Value

Imaging Plane Elevation (ψr )
90◦
Imaging Plane Azimuth Range (φr )
[0◦, 180◦ ]
Imaging Plane Azimuth Sampling (∆φr ) 1◦

(a), we see the fuselage of the B-747 model. Similarly, with φr = ψr = 90◦ like in Figure 2.7 on
page 34 (b) we see the engines and the edges of the B-747 model fuselage. Without exploiting this
and the resolution in the height dimension from Equation (2.12), we are restricted to the image
from Figure 4.1 on the preceding page (a). These facts drive the parameters chosen for the VolSAR
Reconstruction, outlined in Table 4.1. All experiments in this section utilize the dataset parameters
from Table 2.1 on page 16 unless otherwise specified.
To establish a baseline reconstruction with our three-dimensional techniques, this initial experiment uses the full available dataset. Here we are interested in creating a volumetric representation,
necessitating using the BP to many rotated imaging planes and fusing their results. We restrict
the imaging plane azimuth range φr from 0◦ to 180◦ because the original P is centered about
the origin. This allows for values from 181◦ to 360◦ to mirror the already-defined imaging plane
azimuth range and cuts down on the processing time by half. Selecting ψr = 90◦ allows us to
remove the dependency on the (z − zi ) term in Equation (3.3), setting a constant height axis and
extracting the maximum height information from the object of interest. Figure 4.2 on the next page
(b) demonstrates the VolSAR technique with the defined experiment parameters after fusing all of
the defined imaging planes.
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Figure 4.2
(a) The three-dimensional CAD model regarded as truth at left. (b) The three-dimensional
VolSAR reconstruction at middle. (c) Both three-dimensional B-747 models displayed on the
same plot at right.

The plot in Figure 4.2 (b) shows a volumetric representation of this object after a decibel scaled
value threshold of -25 dB was applied, while Figure 4.2 (c) shows an overlaid VolSAR reconstruction
with the truth CAD model. We note the truth CAD model is completely encapsulated inside the
three-dimensional VolSAR reconstruction, demonstrating we can recover the volumetric shape and
size of the object of interest as desired.
We test the accuracy of the VolSAR technique’s reconstruction by utilizing the MHD discussed
in Section 2.6. Here A is the set of points defined by the B-747 CAD model and B is the set of
points extracted from the VolSAR reconstruction. Performing Equation (2.30) on both point cloud
sets results in an MHD of 1.83 cm. On average, this translates to every point in our VolSAR model
is at most 1.83 cm away from a point in the CAD model. Figure 4.3 on the following page displays
the distribution of points in each point cloud set relative to the MHD.
The histograms in Figure 4.3 on the next page (a) shows the distribution of points within the
VolSAR model, while Figure 4.3 on the following page (b) shows the distribution of points within
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Figure 4.3
The distribution of points that fall below the MHD, represented by the orange dotted line. (a)
Distribution of points within the reconstructed VolSAR model on left. (b) Distribution of points
within the CAD B-747 model that fall below the MHD on right.

the CAD model. Given the points from the truth CAD model is completely within our VolSAR
model, all points (p = 1) fall below the MHD value. Similarly, the VolSAR model only contains
fifty-nine percent (p = 0.59) of points that fall below the MHD.

4.2

JS-SAR Reconstruction
The JS-SAR technique also recovers image response values I of the same object of interest

given the same dataset from Section 2.2. By rotating the k-space frequency nodes required for
the NUFFT and by taking a similar assumption where we only consider two of the three spatial
frequency axes, we mimic the effect that rotating the imaging plane P from the BP-based VolSAR
technique generated. Figure 4.4 on the next page shows various rotations generated from rotating
the k-space frequency nodes.
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Figure 4.4
(a) Taking the NUFFT on the origin-centered imaging plane P, shown on left. (b) Taking the
NUFFT on P rotated by φr = 90◦ and ψr = 0◦ , shown on right.

To define P with the NUFFT-based JS-SAR, we manually define axes based on the unambiguous
height, range, and cross-range values and manually create an imaging grid that is the same size
as the BP imaging plane. Rotating the k-space frequencies utilizes a similar behavior seen in
Figure 4.1 on page 57. Thus, we use the same assumptions when designing our experiments,
driving a similar set of parameters chosen for the JS-SAR Reconstruction outlined in Table 4.2 on
the next page.
While the VolSAR experiment in Table 4.1 on page 58 uses the whole dataset, particularly
the elevation sampling ∆ϕ, the JS-SAR experiment defined by Table 4.2 on the next page uses a
different ∆ϕ value. This is due to the specific implementation of the NUFFT used in [18] which
is prone to computational issues. An azimuth subaperture variable φs is added to the NUFFT to
utilize less data usage per iteration and address our NUFFT implementation’s complexity issues.
The model in Figure 4.5 on page 63 (a) demonstrates the VolSAR technique with the defined
experiment parameters after fusing all of the defined imaging planes.
The image in Figure 4.5 on page 63 (b) shows an overlaid JS-SAR reconstruction with the same
truth CAD model from Figure 4.2 on page 59 (a). Here, we note the CAD model is essentially
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Table 4.2
Base Experiment Parameters for JS-SAR Reconstruction.
Parameter

Value

Elevation Range
Elevation Sampling (∆ϕ)
Height Resolution (δz )
Unambiguous Height (Wz )
Imaging Plane Elevation (ψr )
Imaging Plane Azimuth Range (φr )
Imaging Plane Azimuth Sampling (∆φr )
Azimuth Subaperture (φs )
Joint Sparsity Range
# of Jointly-Sparse Images
Regularization Parameters (λ1, λ2 )

[−3◦, 3◦ ]
0.5◦
4.34 cm
0.521 m
90◦
[0◦, 180◦ ]
1◦
45◦
5◦
9
(1,100)

enclosed by the JS-SAR model; however, the reconstruction is not as visually cohesive as the
VolSAR technique. This is confirmed when taking the MHD, obtaining a value of 5.387 cm, which
is larger our observed resolution values in each dimension. Histograms in Figure 4.6 on page 64
displays the distribution of points in each point cloud set relative to the MHD. Since the VolSAR
technique introduced earlier offers a MHD that is nearly equivalent to the original resolution values
in the full dataset, we then are interested in an experiment for the joint-sparsity method that mimics
the same behavior, which is discussed later in Section 4.2.1.
We observe that roughly the same amount of points (p = 0.99) from the truth CAD fall below the
MHD, while more points in the JS-SAR model (p = 0.64) fall below the MHD. This is reasonably
explained by the altering of resolution parameters and alias-free extent values that comprise the
NUFFT skewing the MHD upwards. Additionally, the addition of smaller φs slices for the NUFFT
integration, as opposed to throwing the entire dataset at the JS-SAR method, is responsible for the
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Figure 4.5
(a) The three-dimensional JS-SAR reconstruction. (b) Three-dimensional JS-SAR (orange) and
CAD (blue) B-747 models displayed on the same plot.

skewed-right tail in Figure 4.6 on the following page (a). More aliasing occurs at the transition
regions between φs slices, creating more outliers that skew some individual points to higher MHD
values.

4.2.1

Subaperture Selection

The azimuth subaperture slices play a critical role in the visual cohesiveness of the JS-SAR
method’s image reconstruction and thus the MHD. The subaperture slices at φs = 45◦ feature radial
cross-like artifacts that are seen in Figure 4.5 and subsequently in Figure 4.6 on the following page.
These artifacts are responsible for driving the MHD of the previous experiment’s reconstructions to
higher values than in Section 4.1. Table 4.3 on page 65 outlines the subaperture experiment values
considered for subaperture adjustment to minimize the effects of these artifacts. These values are
based off Table 4.2 on the preceding page with slight modifications.
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Figure 4.6
The distribution of points that fall below the MHD, represented by the orange dotted line. (a)
Distribution of points within the reconstructed JS-SAR model on left. (b) Distribution of points
within the CAD B-747 model that fall below the MHD on right.

This experiment features significantly less data than from the VolSAR experiment with higher
sampling rates across all of the object’s dimensions. Taking less data allows for simulation that
closer reflects an "operational scenario", or one that could be feasibly performed in real-time.
The selection of φs values are intentional to keep evenly-sized subaperture slices throughout the
entire 360◦ azimuth range of the PHD set. Each φs value represents 8, 6, 4, or 2 subaperture
slices, respectively. Altering the subaperture values allows for the k-space definition in Equation
(3.5) to expand to cover a varying swath of azimuth values. As the NUFFT is dependent on the
amount of frequency nodes inputted into the algorithm, adding more points at a larger range would
make the algorithm more accurate by including more points. Physically, we know that expanding
the subaperture slice width allows the SAR sensor to cover a larger flight path, increasing the
synthetic aperture utilized by the radar. Although increasing the subaperture slice width would
increase computational times, this would increase the quality of our reconstruction. The resulting
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Table 4.3
Subaperture Experiment Parameters for JS-SAR Reconstruction.
Parameter

Value

Frequency Range
Frequency Sampling (∆ f )
Range Resolution (δr )
Unambiguous Range (Wr )
Azimuth Sampling (∆φ)
Cross-Range Resolution (δ x )
Unambiguous Cross-Range (W x )
Azimuth Subaperture (φs )
Regularization Parameters (λ1, λ2 )

[31, 35] GHz
150 MHz
3.747 cm
0.999 m
0.3◦
0.072 cm
0.87 m
45◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , 180◦
(1,100)

reconstructions from Figure 4.7 on page 73 show sample JS-SAR reconstructions based off these
concepts.
From these results, the MHD values for φs = 45◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ , and 180◦ were equal to 5.387
cm, 5.035 cm, 4.277 cm, and 3.775 cm, respectively. Taking larger subaperture slices allow for
more of the object of interest to be coherently added to the NUFFT, allowing a reconstruction
encompassing more of the object of interest’s critical features. We note the MHD value from the
180◦ subaperture of 3.775 cm is approximately equal to the newly defined range resolution value.
One notable drawback with increasing the subaperture slice size is an increase in the computational
time required for the NUFFT. Another tradeback from altering the size of the subaperture slices is
the information loss from scatterers that are not as dominant as others.
Most prominently seen in Figure 4.7 on page 73 (bottom-right), bright image responses are
given in places where the scattering mechanisms are stronger, particularly the engines and the tail.
However, not as much information is given about the fuselage or most points inside the interior.
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These effects are object-specific and may not hold as much weight, given a different object of
interest. Additionally, a normalized image threshold value of -5dB was applied to further highlight
the responsiveness of bright scatterers, and a lower threshold would likely show more information
about non-dominant scatterers while sacrificing a little accuracy. Regardless, increasing the size
of the subapertures effectively eliminates the majority of the radial cross-like artifacts that were
present in the previous experiment.

4.2.2

Noisy Phase History Data

In realistic operational SAR scenarios such as [3, 16], ideal SAR datasets are impossible
to replicate. Most SAR PHD is prone to errors in platform orientation or nonideal flight paths.
These effects can cause objects of interest to look blurry or not in focus. We evaluate the JS-SAR
reconstruction technique’s performance by evaluating the MHD metric for various noisy signals
based off the PHD. To conduct this, we utilize the following equation to inject complex white
Gaussian noise (CWGN) into our PHD:
r 

1 2
2
CWGN =
σ ∗ randn(size(ĝθ,ϕ )) + j ∗ σ ∗ randn(size(ĝθ,ϕ ))
2

(4.1)

given variance σ 2 . Given these two equations, we can extract various SNR values that correspond
to various σ values, outlined in Figure 4.9 on page 75. This figure shows us the corresponding
SNR value we expect to observe if we are given a corresponding noise standard deviation. When
the values for σ increase, we expect the SNR to decrease because the signal strength is decreasing
with respect to noise. As previously conducted, this experiment has parameters based on Table 4.3
on the preceding page. We elect to use values of σ 2 that return integer values for the standard
deviation for simplicity.
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Table 4.4
Noise Variance Experiment Parameters for JS-SAR Reconstruction.
Parameter

Value

Azimuth Subaperture (φs ) 180◦
Noise Variance Range (σ 2 ) 0 : 0.1 : 1.5

A smaller subaperture φs with its higher MHD is more susceptible to noise, as more points tend
to be further away from the CAD model. Thus, we utilize a larger subaperture to reduce observed
the MHD values to best account for the effects of noise on our PHD. As the MHD indicates the
error margin between two objects, we again utilize the MHD to quantifiably check the effects
of noise on the reconstructions. Larger noise variance σ 2 values tend to flood the reconstructed
images with incorrect values in the PHD. Therefore, evaluating the JS-SAR technique’s response
at various noise levels can help validate the technique’s behavior under the influence of noise.
Seen in Figure 4.9 on page 75, smaller values of σ up to 0.2 do not majorly affect our MHD
metric. However, once more significant values of σ are added, the quality of the 3D reconstructed
model begins to break down. Eventually, once a certain level of σ is added, the behavior of the
MHD begins to converge because the injected CWGN overtakes the available signal in the PHD.
At this point, the reconstruction becomes unavailable to resolve and image the target of interest.
This convergence value is found at a MHD of 20.3cm and is highlightd in red, and indicating that
the JS-SAR technique will maintain this MHD the more noise is added.
These results physically make sense because the smaller amounts of injected noise should
not critically affect the quality of the 3D reconstruction. However, the larger values of σ 2 will
eventually alter the PHD such that the object of question is no longer recognizable. Thus, the value
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of the MHD will eventually converge to a value, indicated by the dashed red line in Figure 4.9 on
page 75.

4.2.3

Regularization Parameter Tuning

As outlined in Section 3.2.2, the two regularization parameters λ1 and λ2 in (3.6) impact the
strength of confidence in the data fidelity term, dictating the relationship between physics and the
unknown. Lower λ1 and λ2 values indicate more confidence in the physical relationship with the
data with respect to the sensor and problem geometry, while higher λ1 and λ2 values imply more
confidence in the sparsity terms. To evaluate the optimal parameters for the JS-SAR technique we
have developed, we first explore the behavior of λ1 and λ2 separately, then evaluate their combined
behavior.
Like the previously defined experiments throughout this section, we utilize the MHD metric
to evaluate the 3D reconstruction quality. However, while the previous experiments utilized fixed
λ1 and λ2 values, the regularization parameters are now adjusted and tuned for this experiment.
Three different experiments were conducted: a regularization sweep where λ1 is held constant,
another sweep where λ2 is held constant, and a final experiment where both λ1 and λ2 are both
simultaneously adjusted. The outlined parameters for these experiments are dictated in Table 4.5
on the next page. These sets of experimenets feature a large range of regularization parameter
values that allow for sufficient evaluation. Additionally, we define the joint λ1 and λ2 sweep such
that these parameters are equal in value. The results are displayed in Figure 4.10 on page 76.
From these results, we see that enforcing only λ1 for sparsity in Figure 4.10 on page 76
(a) allows us to refine the quality of our image to extract the critical features of our target of
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Table 4.5
Regularization Parameter Experiment Sweeps for JS-SAR Method.
Experiment 1

λ1

λ2

λ1 sweep, λ2 fixed
[0, ..., 10000]
0
λ1 fixed, λ2 sweep
0
[0, ..., 10000]
λ1 and λ2 sweep (λ1 = λ2 ) [0, ..., 10000] [0, ..., 10000]

interest. This allows us to slightly remove some of the less-dominant scattering behaviors from
our reconstruction and lower the MHD accordingly. When only enforcing our joint sparsity term
in (b), the MHD value essentially flatlines. Unlike the results in (a), these results utilize the joint
sparsity of neighboring images and do not extract critical features like the sparsity regularization
results show. Finally, when giving our regularization parameters equal weight in (c), we note the
results were identical with those in (b). Even though the JS-SAR technique is enforcing sparsity
to highlight the dominant scatterers, it is also utilizing the joint sparsity to enforce the relationship
between neighboring planes, which may not be as accurate. For this objective function, the λ2
seems to hold slightly more weight because, even though λ1 and λ2 are identical in (c), the results
more closely align with the experiments from (b).

4.3

VolSAR and JS-SAR Implementation Comparisons
The VolSAR technique contains several limitations to its processing that are prohibitive to

realistic imaging. First, the experiment parameters outlined in Table 4.1 on page 58 cover the entire
oversampled dataset and represents the necessity of saving an exorbitant amount of data. These
values are necessary for the desired resolutions and alias-free extents from Equations (2.10), (2.11),
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and (2.12) to prevent aliasing. Given the BP algorithm’s run-time complexity, reconstructions with
the VolSAR technique are not feasible in real-time.
The JS-SAR reconstruction addresses some of the drawbacks that are present with the VolSAR
technique. Instead of a BP-based imaging technique, the JS-SAR takes a spatial frequency-based
NUFFT that is also centered at the origin. Although the resolution of all dimensions are higher, the
JS-SAR technique utilizes significantly less data, lending itself better to real-time processing and
operational use. Figure 4.11 on page 77 shows a graphical depiction of the corresponding dataset
utilization for each method given a single elevation angle.
Both images represent a grid sized by the initial PHD in the dataset, corresponding to 241
frequencies at 3,600 different azimuth values. While the VolSAR utilizes every single point at best
(867,000 unique data points), the JS-SAR uses only 0.6405% of the available data points (5,557
unique data points). Further, the MHD increase in the JS-SAR is twice the value of the VolSAR
technique. While the MHD in the VolSAR technique is approximately equal to the resolution
values, the lack of notable increase from the resolution value with significantly less data is of note.
We further outline the advantages of the JS-SAR technique by demonstrating both techniques
with the corresponding dataset parameters, outlined in Table 4.6 on page 77. The Full Data column
corresponds to the parameters considered with the VolSAR technique’s development, while the
Limited Data column corresponds to the parameters considered with the JS-SAR technique’s
development and further refinement. The Full Data column parameters are repeated from Section
2.2 and are listed here for convenience.
Unlike Sections 4.1 and 4.2, this comparison does not focus on quantifiable metrics. Instead,
Figure 4.12 on page 78 provides a visual perspective of both techniques with each parameter set
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as a true "apples-to-apples" comparison. Thus, we use a subaperture value of φs = 360◦ . We note
the JS-SAR comparison with Full Data parameters is not physically possible for recreation, even
with advanced computing resources.
With the VolSAR reconstruction technique given initial Full Data parameters, the reconstruction
quality of the object of interest is visually recognizable. However, the drawback of this condition is
the utilization of the whole dataset. Figure 4.11 on page 77 highlights a two-dimensional grid, with
axes set by frequency range and azimuth values, showing the utilized points. When the developed
Limited Data parameters were introduced into the VolSAR reconstruction, the fidelity of the object
reconstruction quickly degraded to an unrecognizable state. The only discerning features from the
Limited Data VolSAR reconstruction attempt are some brighter image responses where the critical
scatterers would roughly align.
When the JS-SAR method was evaluated, the Limited Data comparison shows the most dominant scatterers in the object of interest, albeit with less detail near non-dominant scatterers. The
processing resources considerably decrease given the fraction of the dataset utilized. Given 867,000
data points in a single antenna elevation, the Full Data parameters contain sixty-one unique antenna
elevation files. Thus, taking the NUFFT on the Full Data comparison results in over 52 million
points used for a single imaging plane rotation angle pair. With 180 unique imaging plane rotation
angle pairs, these points were not calculable with available resources.
Both techniques are inherently parallelizable because of the independence with individual
rotation angle pairs. As such, these methods were able to be efficiently implemented, tested, and
modified using DoD supercomputing resources running 2 cores with 96 nodes total. Run times of
approximately 10 minutes for the VolSAR technique with full data and 13 minutes for the JS-SAR
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technique with limited data demonstrate the similar computational times necessary to perform
these methods. The ability to optimize the imaging algorithm in the VolSAR technique exists;
however, the necessity of the oversampled dataset for the Backprojection algorithm would constrain
the necessary sampling rates required to prevent aliasing.
Delving deeper into the JS-SAR method, we were interested in determining the amount of
time that each respective subproblem in the ADMM solver utilized as a percentage based off the
total time for each iteration. As the ADMM algorithm is dependent on a given tolerance to iterate
towards, there is no fixed amount of iterations that will guarantee convergence. However, we
can highlight the runtimes of each subproblem on an individual basis. Performing this analysis,
it was observed that roughly 99.96% of the computational performance time with the JS-SAR
solver was spent solving the subproblem outlined in Equation (3.9), 0.031% was spent solving the
subproblem in Equation (3.10), and 0.004% was spent solving the subproblem in Equation (3.11).
This physically makes sense because of the amount of time the ADMM solver spent performing
the gradient descent necessary for the ADMM, while the other subproblems were either already
optimized in literature [30] or offered no substantial overhang in computational performance.
Although the JS-SAR technique runs longer than the VolSAR method, the subaperture width
evaulated for these runtimes is a substantial reason for the increase in time. A smaller subaperture
would reduce these times at the cost of accuracy, as observed in Section 4.2.1. Another cause for
the increase of time was the gradient descent method. While methods like the Barzilai-Borwein
step selection begin to further optimize our step size selection in the gradient descent [19], more
specialized gradient descent methods could also potentially reduce our given runtimes.
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Figure 4.7
Various JS-SAR reconstructions based on Table 4.3 on page 65 parameters with (a) φs = 45◦ - top
left, (b) φs = 60◦ - top right, (c) φs = 90◦ - bottom left, and (d) φs = 180◦ - bottom right.
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Figure 4.8
Plot outlining SNR vs σ relationship.
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Figure 4.9
MHD vs. Variance values for Noise Variance JS-SAR Experiment.
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Figure 4.10
MHD vs Regularization Parameters, shown with (a) MHD vs. λ1 - top, (b) MHD vs. λ2 - middle,
and (c) MHD vs. λ1 and λ2 - bottom.
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Figure 4.11
Dataset Comparasion for (a) VolSAR vs. (b) JS-SAR. Blue depicts single data points used by
each technique.

Table 4.6
Evaluation of parameters between VolSAR and JS-SAR techniques, divided by dataset utilization.
Parameter
Elevation Range
Elevation Sampling (∆ϕ)
Height Resolution (δz )
Unambiguous Height (Wz )
Azimuth Subaperture (φs )
Frequency Range
Frequency Sampling (∆ f )
Center Frequency ( fc )
Wavelength (λ)
Bandwidth (B)
Range Resolution (δr )
Unambiguous Range (Wr )
Azimuth Range
Azimuth Sampling (∆θ)
Cross-Range Resolution (δ x )
Unambiguous Cross-Range (W x )

Full Data
[−3◦, 3◦ ]
0.1◦
4.34 cm
2.60 m
360◦
[27, 39] GHz
50 MHz
33 GHz
0.91 cm
12 GHz
1.25 cm
2.99 m
[0◦, 359.9◦ ]
0.1◦
0.072 cm
2.60 m

Limited Data
[−3◦, 3◦ ]
0.5◦
4.34 cm
0.521 m
360◦
[31, 35] GHz
150 MHz
33 GHz
0.91 cm
4 GHz
3.747 cm
0.9993 m
[0◦, 359.9◦ ]
0.3◦
0.072 cm
0.87 m
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Figure 4.12
Technique and Parameter consideration with (a) Full Data VolSAR parameters - left, (b) Limited
Data VolSAR parameters - middle, and (c) Limited Data JS-SAR parameters - right.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The goal of this thesis was to develop a novel three-dimensional SAR reconstruction technique
that not only accurately images a single object of interest, but also removes the a-priori limitation
on the scene requirements. This thesis heavily utilized the imaging plane that the object of interest
is projected. Additionally, we explored general peoperties of sequential and neighboring images to
create a novel three-dimensional reconstruction technique only requiring the minimal amount of
data points. We then utilized these facts by rotating the imaging plane to reconstruct our object in
multiple orientations, independent of the surrounding objects in the scene.
After reviewing concepts in two-dimensional and three-dimensional SAR imaging in Chapter
2, we developed a volumetric-based reconstruction technique (VolSAR) in Chapter 3 for creating
three-dimensional SAR reconstructions without introducing a-priori knowledge about the object
of interest. We observeed that the specular returns of a SAR imaging system is dependent on the
imaging plane orientation, and fusing different rotated imaging planes helps with understanding the
full object structure. Further, we showed that this technique is capable of recovering the volumetric
shape and size of the object of interest. The VolSAR technique is limited in practical applicability
to the amount of data that is fed into the reconstruction technique. However, given the resolution
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and alias-free extents required to specifically image the model B747 in the dataset, a prohibitively
large amount of raw data is required to accurately image with the VolSAR.
The proposed JS-SAR technique addresses the physical data limitation from the VolSAR
technique, while still leveraging the rotating imaging plane to extract the full object structure. Our
hybrid joint-sparsity and sparsity-based numerical solver minimizes the amount of PHD imaged by
the JS-SAR technique and additionally exploits the behavior of nearby images in the sparse domain.
We utilize general a-priori information about neighboring imaging sequences as opposed to a-priori
information about the imaging scene. This allows us to use information that would be available
to all three-dimensional reconstructions, rather than using environment-specific conditions. We
note that the JS-SAR technique is highly dependent on the size of the subaperture wedge taken
to coherently image sections of the object of interest. Further, we also observe that the JS-SAR
technique works incredibly well when considerably oversampled.
The results of this thesis show that an accurate and novel three-dimensional SAR reconstruction
technique exists without any dependencies on the object’s environment. In particular, the developed
techniques highlights the stronger scatterers from the SAR reconstructions while detailing information about less dominant scatterers to varying degrees of success. Possible broader applications
for this work range from automatic target recognition to sensor fusion.

5.1

Future Work
This work has multiple applications to the 3D reconstruction world that could be extended

upon after this thesis. We intend on performing a convergence analysis to show how many data
samples are needed based on volume size, given the constraints outlined in this thesis. Another
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potential application of work could be testing this method on generic point targets, to establish the
effect of these methods on more simplistic targets. As this work focused on imaging a singular
3D object with no clutter or other obstructions, future work for this thesis could entail providing
robustness for multiple target environments.
Additionally, this work has strictly focused on arbitrarily-defined yet uniform sensor spacings
in azimuth and frequency. Other future work include using nonuniform sampling rates to manually
toggle which specific data points are utilized. While the implementation of the NUFFT helps us
bridge the gap into non-uniform spacings, we also would like to use some knowledge of finitelydefined sensor positions, to make our technique more robust to such assumptions.
Another area of focus we could potentially utilize is a more in-depth noise analysis. The
analysis performed in this thesis accounts for thermal noise with a Gaussian distribution. Potential
ideas for future work could include addressing various distributions of noise to account for clutter,
speckle, and the like. These artifacts are important because they directly deal with multiple targets
in scene or other environmental constraints.
Further, some work could be conducted with optimizing the number of jointly sparse neighboring images utilized in the imaging grid. The current implementation has a fixed number of jointly
sparse images and angle range of images. Some work could be spent addressing optimizing the λ1
and λ2 parameters with respect to number of input images.
Finally, an area of interest for both military and commercial applications could be the ability to
conduct the method in real-time scenarios. The current implementation of the JS-SAR technique
does parallelize each individual angle and subaperture pairs, but further refinement could be used
to split interior methods inside the JS-SAR technique in particular. As briefly mentioned in
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Section 4.3, the majority of the time spent with the JS-SAR technique is observed in the gradient
descent component of the problem. Further steps to either refine the gradient descent or optimize
the computations behind this function could push this towards real-time integration. Once the
software is refined, then further advances to compute the solution on more cores and nodes than
what was utilized in the scope of this thesis.

5.2

Related Publications
Portions of this work have appeared in [31]. In the referenced work, we conduct an analysis

of the two proposed techniques on sparse multi-pass SAR data, similarly to this work. The work
offers a deeper insight into the mathematical constraints and benefits to the JS-SAR technique
versus the VolSAR technique. Additionally, we discuss in further detail the MHD with respect
to the distribution of each point cloud distribution and how the behavior of the MHD histogram
correlates to each reconstruction physically.
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